
  
 
 
 

I served as a part-time volunteer for many summers. One summer, I took the plunge and 
arranged several days off work so I could spend the entire time at camp. Seeing what 
happens behind the scenes to make camp a success for each and every camper 
motivated me. Since that first time as a full-time volunteer, I have rearranged my work 
schedule so that I can be full-time whenever camp week comes around. 
 

How did Camp make you feel?  
I sign. This one time at camp, I remember a post-lunch conversation with a camper 
whose face lit up when he and I realized that both of us sign. We shared several sign 
language conversations at camp, but that first one was my favorite! 
 

How did Camp help you build new friendships? 
I was leading a music activity when one camper typed out 
a song he wanted to hear. It was a totally inappropriate 
song, so I had to tell him it wasn't camp appropriate but he 
could find another good song for us to do. I wasn't sure if 
he was just sharing his favorite song with me or if he was 
trying to push the limits but his grin as he showed me the 
song title was pretty funny! 
 

I spend a lot of time helping campers tie-dye camp t-shirts. Different groups of campers 
rotate through and I just explain how it works and help campers create their own colorful 
masterpieces. I remember there was one session where we had several shirts to tie-dye 
for campers who couldn't make it to the activity. One of our campers so generously 
offered to help with all the extra shirts. I'm pretty sure he decorated at least 5. I was 
grateful for his help and he was having a blast creating all these different designs.  
 

Many camps ago, there was a camper who loved music. She had this great laugh you 
could hear across the room. At the camp carnival, she hung out in front of the 
karaoke/music activity for a long time. We were out on the sidewalk for this carnival and 
she kept asking for more music. We held hands and danced in her favorite style. She liked 
to spin me and each time I went around we both said "woooo" - it was a dizzy dance but 
it was silly and fun!   
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